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Abstract

Subjects of different ages and basic training
indicated how they perceived risks related to spent nuclear fuel
storage and located at different points of time into the future.
The results indicated that minorities in all groups, ranging
from about 10 to 40%, did not want to discount risks into the
future. Those who discounted exhibited great inter and intra
group variability. The physical discounting curves for e.g. both
total radiation and for plutonium 239 and 240 are within the
range of curves generated by the groups for subjective
discounting of risk. Politicians and experts were attributed
equal shares of responsibility for risks of spent nuclear fuel
in the future. About 10% to 40% of the subjects did not wish to
discount responsibility. Discounting rates for those discounting
varied so that some subjects decreased the level of
responsibility to less than half 10 000 years into the future
while others attributed this level of responsibility for 100 000
years and more.



Introduct ion

The present study is part of a project dealing with
subjective time and risk estimation in connection with waste
produced by nuclear power plants. Svenson and Nilsson (1987)
have made an earlier study within this field of interest. In
contrast to Svenson and Nilsson's study, the present study
focuses exclusively on future time.

In particular we have been interested in the phenomenon of
discounting of future risks. Unfortunately, there has not been
much research done on discounting in psychology. This is true
for rather short time intervals, a year up to a couple of
decades, and for longer intervals (from a few decades to
thousands of years).

Discount ing va_l u e

The concept of "discounting" is rather complicated and will
therefore be explained in some detail. Discounting is quite a
common issue in the field of economics and an example of
discounting is if a person would choose to receive SEK 1000
today rather than in two months. That is to say, the value of
the SEK 1000 has decreased in two months. This example is fairly
obvious given that the money could have been wisely invested cr
put in a bank account which would have yielded a good interest
on top of the capital. In addition to this, the delay in being
able to use the money also makes them less valued two months
from now than if disposable at once. From a psychological point
of view we are interested in finding out s.ubJJLctive estimation
or evaluation of different events depending on when in the
future""" they""~'take place. An event is sensitive of discounting
when there is a change in its value over future time.

The discounting wt are considering concerns the negative
consequences or value of the perceived risk. Thus, if risk is
defined as the probability multiplied by (negative) consequence,
the discounting treated here concerns only the negative
consequences in the risk concept. An example of discounting
within the field of risk perception would be if a person who
estimated the negative consequence of a melt down accident such
as the one in Chernobyl in 1986, would prefer to delay so that
the accident would happen in the year 2000 rather than in year
1986, we would say that the person had discounted the value
(i.e. the sum of the negative consequences of the accident) over
time.

Earlier research

Intertemporal choice and discounting has interested
economists for a long time (cf. Loewenstein, 1986). Jevons
(1905) regarded the decision maker who deferred consumption to
substitute pleasure for pleasure from current consumption. This
contrasts with a discounting perspective in which a decision to



defer consumption subtracts from the utility of consumption and
there is no allowance of e.g. the utility of anticipated
pleasure of waiting.

"For Jevons, deferral occurred only if the pleasure of
anticipating future consumption immediately compensated for the
loss of pleasure from current consumption. Likewise, if the
negative consequences arising from a present indulgence created
anxiety or dread sufficient to outweigh the immediate pleasure
from indulging, then the decision maker would opt for self-
denial. For Jevons, then, intertemporal choice involved a
balancing of immediately experienced pleasure and pain from
anticipation against immediately experienced pleasure and pain
from consumption." (Loewenstein, 1986:4). It should De added
that Jevons, like most economists including those applying the
discounting model, considered decisions and their consequences
in the perspective of one and the same decision maker. His ideas
are therefore not directly applicable to situations in which
the decision maker is not exposed to the full consequences of
his own decisions as in the case of decisions with long lasting
effects.

Marshall combined Jevons perspective and a more modern
discounting view "When calculating the rate at which a future
benefit is discounted, we must be careful to make allowance for
the pleasure of expectation." (Marshall, 1920:21 cited by
Loewenstein, 1986). If this is transformed to the negative,
which should be done in the context of nuclear waste disposal,
it is important to consider the fear of waiting for a negative
consequence when determining the rate of discounting a future
negative consequence. Thus in this perspective, the fear of
waiting is added to the negative utility reducing the discount
rate.

Early capital theorists e.g., Böhm-Bawerk, 1889; (cf.
Loewenstein, 1986) focused on the privation suffered by the
investor waiting for his capital to give fruit. The disutility
of abstinence was introduced and balanced against enhanced
delayed rewards. This is fundamental for the frame of reference
used in the present report. In this way present and future
consumption were regarded conmeasurate in the discounting model,
an assumption that was not necessary ror Jevons with his
focusing on the present.

With the introduction of ordinal utility the marginal
utility concept of discounting models was rejected. Instead time
became just another attribute of choice (cf. Arrow, 1970;
Debrew, 1959), which contrasts with the discounting perspective
chosen in the present report. However, it is clear that everyday
economics cannot manage without the discounting concept which is
a strong reason for not neglecting it in this study.

Jungerman and Fleischer (1985) state, in their review, that
the idea of time preference is rarely used in psychological
research. There are a few researchers who have paid attention to
this problem (see e.g. Me Neil, Parker, Sox & Tversky, 1982;
Björkman, 1984; Christensen-Szalanski, 1984, 1985; Svenson,
1984; Svenson & Karlsson, 1983). However, most researchers have
dealt with a rather short time horizon, in relation to the time
horizons relevant in the nuclear waste context: the time
perspectives have been limited to at most about the life span



öf t ho deC ;ion maker in ea r l i e r s tud ies .

Baird (1984) studied perception of r i sks over very
long time scales (up to year 7000). In contrast to the aim of
th i s study, he was interested in people 's prediction of actual
r isks in the future (from i . e . a i r po l lu t ion) . We, on the other
hand, study perception of the same actual events in re la t ion to
future time. Our in teres t i s to study whether people discount
r isks depending on what they a r e , and how far in the future they
occur. Quite na tura l ly , one finds from the limited amount of
research in th i s f i e ld , that pos i t ive consequences are prefered
immediately rather than in the future (cf. Klineberg, 1968; Lee,
1972; Mischel, 1974; Mischel, Grusec & Masters, 1969; Örtendahl
& Sjöberg, 1979). When i t comes to negative consequences one has
found the reverse tendency to put off the negative consequences
rather than facing them immediately (cf. Mischel and Grusec,
1967; Mischel, Grusec & Masters, 1969).
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Figure 1 shows median rated seriousness of a leakage from a
spent nuclear fuel deposit at different points in time into the
future. The data were collected from the same subjects as were
used by Svenson and Nilsson (1987). The figure shows the great
dispersion among the groups. The quickest discounting was
indicated by retired people and the slowest by young students
of the Swedish gymnasium (high school level). The expert group
consisted of nine spent nuclear fuel experts. Also within groups
subjects differed a lot in their speeds of discounting.

Comparing the estimates obtained in this investigation with
those of pnysicians computing the radioactivity of spent nuclear
fuel into the future the overall radiation falls a little
steeper than indicated by the retired group in Figure 1.
However, the picture gets more complicated if individual
elements are considered. As an example, plutonium (240 and 239),
which is also poisonous, is discounted more slowly than the
curves for the retired and experts groups and faster than the
curves generated by the two other groups.

THE EXPERIMENT

Procedure

Four groups of subjects participated in this study; one
female group of 24 engineering students (average age 21.3), one
male group of 24 engineering students (average age 22.8), one
middle aged group consisting of 30 students recruited from the
department of psychology at the university of Stockholm. These
students were all over 35 years of age. The average age of this
group was 42.0 years. Of the persons included in this group 23
were female and seven male. The fourth group consisted of 30
senior high school students, of which 21 were female and nine
male. (The mean age was 17.1.) The subjects were chosen to cover
a wide range of backgrounds and opinions.

Que_s tionnaire

All the subjects filled out a questionnaire. The questions
dealt with the following issues: A) The responsibility of
today's nuclear energy experts and today's politicians for
negative future events in connection with the storage of nuclear
waste disposal. B) The planning horizon that one would expect
today's politicians to use for future possible risks in respect
to the final storage of nuclear waste. C) Future negative
consequences of a serious leakage from the storage of nuclear
waste. D) Future negative consequences of a serious disease. E)
Future risks for people and environment of an imagined core melt
down. F) The probability level of acceptance of a future nuclear
waste leakage. G) Utility and disadvantages associated with
coal and nuclear energy production respectively. The
questionnaire is included in Appendix A. The most frequently
used response format is presented in Table 1.
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Sample page from questionnaire.
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For each time, the subjects were asked to circle that number
which they found most applicable. Table 1 exemplifies a
discounting answer. This is shown by the fact that the number
circled is smaller the further into the future the event is
envisaged. A non-discounting example would indicate the same
number independently of the year.

Results

Let us begin the presentation of the results with the issue
concerning the responsibility of today's politicians and
experts in nuclear energy for future negative events in
connection to storage of nuclear waste. Firstly, a word should
be said about those who did not discount the res ponsibility of
today's experts in nuclear" energy. That is, subjects who
circled the same number for all years. The specific question
was: "How great responsibility do you think that today' s nvoclear
?.n?ISY experts should have for possible future negative events
(e.g. a big waste leakage) which occurs in connection with
maintenance of waste disposal or final storage of waste
disposal." In average 24% in each group did not discount. The
range went from 8.3% for the male engineers to 43.3% for the
middle aged group.

Despite the fact that the percentage of non-discounting
subjects was much higher in the middle aged group compared to
the other groups, the difference between groups was not
significant which reflects the comparatively small groups used.
All of those who did not discount in the middle aged group
maintained that the responsibility of the experts should be 10
(i.e. the highest possible), for future negative events in
connection to storage of nuclear waste, no matter how far into
the future the negative consequences would occur. Thus, there
was a large percentage in the middle aged group which not only
claimed that the experts' responsibility should be the same for
future negative events of how far into the future they occur,
but they also indicated that the responsibility is the greatest
possible (i.e. number 10 on the scale).



To give a more complete picture of the experts1

responsibility for future negative events, let us look at Figure
2.

10* 103 I04 tO50 I01
10*

O = Engineering male students
# = Engineering female students
A - High school students
Q = Middle aged group

Figure 2. Median value for subjects who discounted the
responsibility of today's nuclear energy experts



Here, those in the middle aged group who discounted tend to
discount the risk quicker during the first part of the future
time interval than the other groups. Given the great non-
discounting proportion, this indicates that the variance is
greater among the subjects in the middle aged group than in the
other groups.

The question concerning the responsibility of today's
politicians was phrased in the same way as the previous one,
although the question concerned politicians rather than nuclear
energy experts. The pattern from the responsibility of the
politicians is in rather great agreement with the results for
the experts. On the average 22% were non-discounting in each
group. The range was from 13% for the female engineering group
to 40.0% for the middle aged group.

The pattern is very similar to that which described the non-
discounting percentage concerning the experts' responsibility.

Again, the middle aged group was the group with the highest
non-discounting percentage. The female engineering group had,
however, much higher percentage of non-discounting people when
the question was about the responsibility of the nuclear energy
experts (29%) compared to when the question concerned the
politicians responsibility (13%).

All non-discounting subjects, across all groups except two
persons, indicated that the politicians' responsibility was the
highest possible, i.e. 10. One female indicated 5 and one male
indicated 9 as the experts' constant responsibility.

The pattern concerning the responsibility of the experts is
also similar to the responsibility of the politicians when it
comes to those who discounted. For this see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Median value for subjects who discounted the
responsibility of today's politicians.
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The phrasing of the question was as follows: "Today's
politicians plan for the final storage of nuclear disposal. To
what extent do you think they should take into consideration
dangerous events (e.g. nuclear waste leakage) ̂ hTch mTghF happen
at different times in the future."

The non-discounting percentage in each group was very high.
On the average 43% did not discount. The range was from 33%
(female engineers) to 53% (middle aged).
Almost all of the non-discounting subjects indicated the highest
number, 10. Four subjects indicated less than 10. One of whom
belonged to the middle aged group, indicated 9. The remaining
three persons belonged to the male engineering group and they
indicated 9, 8, and 7 respectively.

Let us look at those who discounted, presented in Figure 4.

o to1

O = Engineering male students
# = Engineering female students
A = High school students
Q = Middle aged group

I07

Figure 4. Median value for subjects who discounted the
extent to which today's politicians should take
into consideration dangerous events which might
happen at different times in the future.
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Subjects seemed to discount much less the consideration
that the politicians should take for future risks, "compared to
the discounting of the politicians' responsibi li.ty for future
negative events in connection with the storage" of"nuclear waste
disposal.

t h a t a W a s t e l e a k ^ e in connection
Sn=- te storage of waste disposal had taken place
causing extremely serious negative consequences for mankind and
the environment in the year of 2100. We indicated the degree
or the negative consequences with 10 (the highest possible).
The subject's task was to judge how great the negative
consequences for mankind and environment would be if a similar
waste leakage took place further in the future.

The
ranging

percentage of the non-discounting people was 30%,
trom 17% (male engineers) to 43% (middle aged group).

ft I 0 1 10? 103 10*

O - Engineerinq male students
# - Engineer i ny female students
A = High school students
Q = Middle aged group

Figure 5. Median value for subjects who discounted the
negative consequences for man and his environment
in connection to a future leakage with enormously
serious negative consequences.
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Figure 5 depicts the curves for those who discounted and show
the discounting seems slower among the persons in the high
school group than in the other groups.

One question aimed at finding out about discounting with
respect to future risks other than in connection with nuclear
energy. We chose an example of a large epidemic disease, like
the Black Death. The exact phrasing of the question was: "We
presuppose that a large epidemic disease will occur, like the
Black Death which ravaged during the 14th century. Let us assure
that the same serious type of
epidemy (not the Black Death, however) will re-occur at the
years given below. How serious do you think that the negative
constquence will be then? Circle the answer you find most
appropriate."

The number of non-discounting people was on the average
34%. As before, the middle aged group had the highest peicent of
non-discounting people (50%). The female engineering group had
the lowest of non-discounting proportion, with a percentage of
25%. Thus, also this question received many non-discounting
answers which indicates that the nuclear waste issue does not
stand alone.

A small majority of those who did not discount answered that
the risk would remain the highest possible (i.e. 10) across all
the given years. However, as many as 46% answered with a number
less than 10. More precisely, the answers ranged from 3 to 9.
This in turn, indicates that nuclear related risks may seem more
serious than the outburst of a very serious disease even in the
age of AIDS.

Among those who discounted one can see a very similar
tendency over all the involved groups to make the discounting
curve flat, which can be seen in Figure 6.
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O = Engineering male students
• = Engineering female students
A = High school studtnts
Q = Middle aged group

Figure 6. Median value for subjects who discounted the
negative consequences of a large epidemic disease,

In comparison with Figure 5 one can see that the rate of
discounting is faster in the beginning when the accident has to

do with nuclear energy (Figure 5) than with an epidemic disease
(Figure 6). Such a comparison is interesting since the
conditions were identical for the two events in the parallel
questions, in the sense that the subjects had to imagine that
the accidents (a leakage and an epidemic disease respectively)
were to take place in reality. The same holds for the following
question as well, where we asked the subjects to estimate the
future risks for man and his environment in the event of a core
melt down in a nuclear power plant. Thus, we presupposed that
nuclear plants would still be producing energy far* into the
future.
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First, the percentage of those who did not discount the
future risks in the event of a core melt down was 32%, ranging
from 21% for male engineers to 50% for the middle aged group.
Almost all of those who did not discount indicated number 10 as
the risk.

Of those who discounted, one can see the quickest
discounting among the male engineering students, which is snown
in Figure 7.

10 102 103 105 106

O = Engineering male students
# = Engineering fenale students
A = HiQh school students
O = Middle aged grojp

YEAR

Figure 7. Median value for subjects who discounted the
risks for man and his environment in connection to
a future core melt down in a nuclear energy plant.

In comparison with the question about the epidemic disease,
discounting of the risks of a core melt down seemed quicker
tor all groups, especially for the engineering male students.
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As a preliminary to research planned in the future, we asked
the subjects to estimate a probability fo a waste leakage in the
year of 2100, granted that the accepted probability for a
leakage had been set to 5 % year 10 000, 100 000 or 1 000 000
(1 million) respectively. The natural answer would be to let the
accepted risk level at year 2100 be decreasing in comparison
with the levels for the years 10 000, 100 000 and 1 000 000
respectively. However, in many cases the subjects answered with
either increasing accepted risk or unchanged risk, which is
illustrated in Figure 8. The proportions of subjects who
indicated increasing level of acceptance may be regarded as an
indication of how difficult a full understanding of the
discounting concept is in relation to acceptable risks. Figure 8
shows that the high school students had great difficulty in
understanding the questions.
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Figure 8. The change of acceptance of the probability for a
leakage year 2100, in respect to a given accepted
probability level in the years of 100 000 and
1 000 000 (one million).
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Risks are associated with activities having positive
consequences as well as negative. Therefore we were also
interested in finding out about the risks and the utilities of
two kinds of energy production systems; coal and nuclear energy
The task was to estimate the utility of coal and nuclear energy
into the future of that which had been produced 1987 We set
utility of the energy in 1987 to 100. In other words, the
subjects had to estimate how much utility remained (as
technological development, capital, value, etc) year 20u0,
etc. of that which had been produced 1987. This was
demanding a task when extended far into the future, which
reflected in the answers. However, in Figure 9, we
Presented the development for only two given years (2000

e.g.
21Ö0
too
was
have
and

1987 2000
coal

2000 2100
nuclear cool
energy

2100
nuclear
energy

Year ond form of energy

O = Engineering male students
# = Engineering fecale students
A = High school students
O - Middle aged group

Figure 9. Estimation of
in the years
was produced

utility
of 2000
1987.
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and 2100 of

nuclear
energy

energy
whi ch
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There are two statistically significant results in Figure 9.
The difference between the varicances for the utility of
nuclear energy and coal was statistically significant for male
engineers (F=4.49, p less than 0.001) and for female engineers
(F=17.93, p less than 0.05). Apart from these two significant
differences there were no other significant differences.

The results indicate that the utility of nuclear energy is
generally higher than that of coal.

In connection with the question about the utility of coal
and nuclear energy production we also asked the subjects to
estimate the risks for man and his environment associated with
those two kinds of energy production systems. A risk benefit
ratio was calculated by dividing the subjects' estimated risk
with their estimated utility for this particular year. Thus, the
risk of one kind of energy system is presented in proportion to
the utility of the energy system. Figure 10 illustrates the
risks for nuclear energy in proportion to the utility that
nuclear energy gives.

O = Engineering male students 1987 2000
9 = Engineering fenaie students
A = Hijk school stjdents YEAR
Q = Middle aged group

2100

Figure 10. The risk benefit ratio (risks for man and his
environment for nuclear energy divided by the
utility that nuclear energy gives) for the years
1987, 2000 and 2100.
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Figure 10 shows clearly that the engineering groups have a
less negative evaluation of nuclear energy including the risks,
compared to the high school and the middle aged groups.

If we
ratio for
discover a

look at Figure 11 which illustrates the risk benefit
man and his environment for coal energy, one will

different scenery.

0.1

1967 3000 2100

YEAR

O = engineering Tale students
# = Eng i nee'ing fe-ale students
A - Hi^h school s t j '
Q = M-.ddle d^ed group

Figure 11. The risk benefit ratio (risks for man and his
environment for coal energy divided by the utility
that coal energy gives) for the years of 1987, 2000 and
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Especially two changes are noticeable. First, the male
engineering group considered coal more riskful than the utility
gained from it, whereas the middle aged group held the
different opinion. The two groups answered quite the opposite in
comparison to the question about nuclear energy risks (see
Figure 10).

The last results to present concern other disadvantages
(than the risks for man and his environment) involved in the
maintenance of those two energy systems. Examples of such
disadvantages are economic disadvantages and vulnerability. The
risks benefit ratio was calculated for the two types of energy
producing systems. To summerize the results concerning nuclear
energy first, it is clear that all groups are in relative
agreement about the disadvantages - all groups show about the
same development of the disadvantages - and all groups consider
the disadvantages besides risks as much smaller in proportion
to the utility of nuclear energy. The enginering female group
was the group which considered the risk benefit ratio lowest for
all three years (1987, 2000 and 2100).

When it comes to the disadvantages for coal energy
the pattern of the groups is rather similar to the pattern for
nuclear energy, except for the male engineering group, which
considers disadvantages with coal as even greater than its
utility in the year of 2100. All other groups clearly regarded
the disadvantages smaller than its utility.

Discussion

The most interesting results in this study are from the
questions of the responsibility for the definite storage of
nuclear waste disposal. All questions pertaining to this issue
indicate that the groups considered the responsibility to be
about the same for today's nuclear energy experts and today's
politicians. The notion of responsibility is not synonymous
with the notion (or the demand put to the politicians) to
consider also future risks in connection with management of the
waste disposal. A preliminary conclusion is that the demand on
the politicians to consider possible future risks in connection
with th storage of waste disposal is greater than the
responsibility that one can demand from the politicians for
future negative consequences in connection with the storage of
waste.

In general, the non-discounting was frequent and encompassed
about 30% of all the subjects with the greatest proportion in
the middle aged predominantly female group, where the percentage
was 45%.

This study also revealed the difficulty in formulating
questions aimed at finding out about discounting of
probabilities. In particular, it was too demanding to ask the
subjects to estimate an acceptable risk probability for e.g. a
leakage in respect to different years in the future. The
difficulty in answering the questions reveals the non-intuitive
concept of discounting also illustrated in systematic violations
of economic theory in economic discounting behaviour.

20



This study also illustrates the fact that male engineers
have a more postive attitude to nuclear energy than some other
groups. Especially the male engineering students indicated a
positive attitude towards nuclear energy, in the sense that they
discounted future negative consequences in the event of a core
melt down (see Figure 7) faster. This is also supported by the
fact that the engineering male students were the group of which
the largest proportion of subjects actually discounted.

To conclude, this study has indicated that most subjects
discount nuclear waste related risks and responsibility of
risks. It has also shown that a substantial minority does not
want to discount risks of responsibility for the future at all
and that among those discounting there are great differences in
discounting rates within and between groups of subjects.
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Appendix A

Välkommen till det här försöket!

I det här formuläret kommer vi att ställa några frågor som handlar om hur

du bedömer framtida risker (och i viss mån nytta) med olika energikällor.

Det finns inget riktigt eller felaktigt svar utan vi är intresserade av att

få reda på dina bedömningar av framtiden.

Fråga försöksledaren om något är oklart.

Tack för din medverkan!

1. Hur gammal är du? år

2. Man Kvinna (ringa in tillämpligt svar)



3. Det använda bränslet från våra kärnkraftverk måste förvaras betryggande
under mycket lång tid på grund av dess farlighet. Hur stort ansvar tycker
du att dagens kärnkraftsexperter har för eventuella framtida negativa
händelser (t ex ett stort läckage) som inträffar i samband med avfalls-
hantering eller slutförvar av utbränt kärnbränsle. Ringa in det svar du
finner me'st lämpligt.

Händelsen inträffar

Ar 2 100

Ar 3 100

Ar 4 100

Ar 10 000

Om något farligt inträffar är ansvaret hos dagens
kärnkraftsexperter

obefint-
ligt

oerhört
stort

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 100 000 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

Ar 2 000 000
(2 miljoner)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



4. Det använda bränslet frän våra kärnkraftverk måste förvaras betryggande

under mycket lång tid på grund av dess farlighet. Hur stort ansvar tycker

du att dagens politiker har för eventuella framtida negativa händelser

(t ex ett stort läckagc) som inträffar i samband med avfallshantering eller

slutförvar av utbränt kärnbränsle. Ringa in det svar du finner mest

lämpligt.

Händelsen inträffar

Är 2 100

Om något farligt inträffar är ansvaret hos dagens
politiker

obefint-
ligt

oerhört
stort

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ? 10

Ar 3 100

Ar 4 100

Ar 10 000

Ar 100 000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 2 000 000
(2 miljoner)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



5. Dagens politiker planerar för det använda kärnbränslets slutförvarande.

Hur mycket hänsyn tycker du att dom bör ta till farliga händelser (t ex

läckage) som kan inträffa olika långt in i framtiden. Ringa in det svar

du finner mest lämpligt.

Dagens politiker bör ta hänsyn till risker som kan
inträffa i följande utsträckning

obefint-
lig

oerhört
stor

Ar 2 100 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

År 3 100

Är 4 100

Ar 10 000

Ar 100 000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 2 000 000
(2 miljoner)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



6. Vi förutsätter att de negativa konsekvenserna för människa och miljö är

oerhört allvarliga vid ett läckage i samband med siut förvarandet av

utbränt kärnbränsle år 2 100 (se vår inringning). Din uppgift är nu att

bedöma hur stora de negativa konsekvenserna för människa och miljö skulle

bli om ett likadant läckage händer längre fram i tiden. Rinij.i in det svar

du finner mest lämpligt. Börja med år 3 100.

Läckaget inträffar

Ar 2 100

Vid ett läckage är de negativa konsekvenserna

obefint- oerhört
liga allvarliga

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ar 3 100

Ar 4 100

Ar 10 000

Ar 100 000

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ar 2 000 000 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



7. Vi förutsätter a t t en stor sjukdomsepidemi inträffar, typ Digcrdöden som

härjade under 1300-talet. Låt oss anta att samma allvarliga typ av epidemi

(dock inte Digerdöden) återkomner vid de nedan angivna tidpunkterna. Hur

allvarliga t ror du då at t de negativa konsekvenserna kommer att b l i . Ringa

in det svar du tycker är lämpligast.

Epidemin inträffar

Ar 2 100

Ar 3 100

Ar 4 100

Ar 10 000

Ar 100 000

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

Ar 2 000 000
(2 miljoner)

Vid epideirin är de negativa konsekvenserna

obefint-
liga

0 1

oerhört
allvarliga

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



8. Vi antar att en härdsmälta koraner att inträffa i ett kärnkraftverk.

Du skall bedöma hur stora riskerna för människa och miljö är, beroende

på när olyckan inträffar, vi förutsätter alltså att kärnkraften fortfarande

finns kvar framåt i tiden. Ringa in det svar du finner mest lämpligt.

Härdsmältan inträffar

Ar 2 100

Ar 3 100

Ar 4 100

Ar 10 000

Ar 100 000

När härdsmältan inträffar är riskerna för
människa och miliö

obefint- oerhört
liga s t o n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

Ar 1 000 000
(1 miljon)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

Ar 2 000 000
(2 miljoner)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. I den här frågan är vi intresserade av att veta hur du ser på ansvars-

fördelningen mellan kärnkraftsexperter och politiker vad gäller att t i l l se

en betryggande lagring av kärnkraftsavfall. (Det finns naturligtvis andra

grupper som också kan tänkas ha ansvar för detta, men dessa grupper bort-

ser vi ifrån här). Hur vill du fördela detta ansvar i procent, om dessa

gruppers (experter och politiker) ansvar tillsammans uppgår t i l l 100%.

Observera att de två procenttal som du svarar med tillsammans skall uppgå

t i l l 100 %.

Experternas ansvar är %

Politikernas ansvar är %



10. Låt oss säga att en person accepterar att sannolikheten för ett

läckage år 10 000 är högst 5.001. Hur stor sannolikhet för samma

läckage tycker du skulle vara rimligt att den personen accepterade

år 2 100 ?

Jag tycker att det skulle vara rimligt att den
Dersonen accepterade en sannolikhet år 2 100 på höest

11. Låt oss säga att en person accepterar att sannolikheten för ett

läckage år 100 000 är högst 5.00^. Hur stor sannolikhet för samma

läckage tycker du skulle vara rimligt att den personen accepterade

år 2 100 ?

Jag tycker att dét skulle vara rimligt att den
personen accepterade en sannolikhet år 2 100 på högst_

12. Låt oss säga att en person accepterar att sannolikheten för ett

läckage år 1 000 000 (1 miljon) är högst 5.00?.. Hur stor sannolikhet

för samma läckage tycker du skulle vara rimligt att den personen

accepterade år 2 100 ?

Jag tycker att det skulle vara rimligt att den
personen accepterade en sannolikhet år 2 100 på högst %



13. Det här frågan kan sägas bestå av två delar. Fråga försöks-
ledaren om du tycker någonting är oklart. I den här frågan är vi intres-
serade av att få veta din uppfattning an nyttan av och nackdelar med tv:»
olika sätt att producera elektrisk energi, nämligen fl) koHr.-iftverk och
(2) kärnkraftverk. När det fäller nackdelar är vi intresscra-lc Jels av
(a) hälsoriskerna fför människa och miljö), dels av fh) andra nackdelar
(t ex dyrt, opålitlig leverans av elektricitet o. dyl.).

Man kan med all rätt hävda att enegibesparing ar av godo men en viss
produktion av elenergi behövs (till t ex belysning, respiratorer) hur
man än ser på saken.

För att göra det hela konkret vill vi att du tr.nker på den mängd elektrisk
energi som Stor-Stockholm förbrukar. Den totala nyttan med denna energi
är ju densamma antingen den produceras i ett kol- eller kärnkraftverk
och vi sätter talet 100 för tillgången som denna energi utgör.

I tabellen här nedan har vi fört in kol- och kärnkraft till vänster. I
nästa tabell har vi fört in nyttan som vi ju satte till 100. Innan du
fyller i dina siffror på de tomma linjerna vill vi förklara lite hur du
skall göra.

Låt oss först ta risker för människa och miljö. Om du tycker att riskerna
för kolkraft är hälften av nyttan så sätter du 50 Chälften av 100). 0m Ju
tycker att riskerna är lika stora som nyttan skriver du 100. On riskerna
är dubbelt så stora skriver du 200 (dubbelt så mycket son 100) osv. Lägg
märke till att vi här talar om nutid (år 198?). Det betyder att du inte
skall tänka på eventuella langsiktiga fördelar eller nackdelar när du
fyller i tabellen här nedan, på denna sida. De långsiktiga konsekvenserna
kommer vi till på nästa sida.

Andra nackdelar under 1987 uppskattar du på samma sätt som riskerna. Dina
bedömningar skriver du ned för kol- och kärnkraftsel. Om siffrorna för
nackdelarna för ett alternativ (kol eller kärnkraft) blir mer än 100
betvdcr det att det alternativet har mer nackdelar än fördelar under 1?87.

Nackdelarna för 1987

Risker för människa Andra nack-
och miljö (t ex sjuk- delar ( t ex
domar och miljöför- ekonomiska)
storing)

Kolkraftsel 100
1987

Kärnkraftsel 100
1987

När du har fyllt i ovanstående siffror går du vidare på nästa sida.



Här nedan skall du göra liknande bedömningar som du gjorde på företeende
sida, men med den skillnaden att dina bedömningar nu gäller framtiden. Du
skall göra bedömningar för olika år i framtiden (år 2 000, 2 IM, > 100 osv.).

Du skall alltså uppskatta den framtida nyttan av och nackdelarna noi! att iJas
framställa energi ur kol- respektive kärnkraftverk. Vad beträffar nvttan kan nian
tänka sig att näringslivets utveckling, uppfinningar och andra saker kan ha
positiva långsiktiga effekter av att idag framställa energi som motsvarar Stor-
stockholms energitillgång (som vi alltså satte till 100). Nackdelarna rör Jels
hälso- och miljöaspekter, dels andra eventuella nackdelar (t ex kan man tänka
sig ekonomiska, samhällets sårbarhet el. dyl.) som visar sig vid de i framtiden
angivna årtalen.

Tiden NVttan Nackdelarna
som man Risker för Andra nack-
hår då av människa och delar
att T3ag miljö som man har som man har
producera då av att idag fram- dä av att
energi ställa energi. Idag fram-

ställa
energi.

Elkraft 1987 100

Kolkraft ar 2 000
kärnkraft år 2 000

Kolkraft år 2 100
Kärnkraft år 2 100

Kolkraft år 3 100
Kärnkraft år 3 100

Kolkraft år 4 100
Kärnkraft år 4 100

Kolkraft år 10 000
Kärnkraft år 10 000

Kolkraft år 100 000
Kärnkraft år 100 000

Kolkraft år 1 000 000 fl milj.)
Kärnkraft år 1 000 000 (1 milj.)"

Kolkraft år 2 000 000 (2 milj.)
kärnkraft år 2 000 000 (2 milj.)"
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